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juliet mills is very good as marilla. mills has a wonderful voice and a wonderful presence. she gives an
absolutely amazing performance and she is as beautiful as ever. mills gives her best acting performance

ever. of course she is marilla cuthbert in the movie, its of course juliet mills. the character marilla is
played by juliet mills as well. she is really amazing at playing marilla. while i am not crazy about the

costumes and the whole way it looks, i did appreciate the costumes of anne that are very good. anne's
crazy, and she dresses like she is wearing crazy costume. it is very good. when i saw the movie in the

theater, it was exactly like the book. i was very impressed. anne is really like this from the beginning to
the end. i could say, just like the book. the movie is really good. i am sure you will find it a very

interesting movie, and i really recommend it. i really enjoyed it and i will recommend it to everyone.
meet "anne of green gables" young innocent idealist, gifted wit, and a budding writer with secret

troubles. anne shirley is about to find out that life can sometimes make your dreams come true and
sometimes they can come crashing down on you. there is such good music, but i just cant find it at all. i
would recommend this to anne fans. it tells everything about green gables. i think it is for kids. i love it!
may i recommend this movie to you if you are a fan of anne of green gables ? this movie is based on the
classic novel, but it is a little hard to understand it as a kid, but i would recommend this movie to you if

you love anne.
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Watching the old Anne with an E, I noticed at least three different versions of it: the old Anne in 1928, the old
Anne in 1952, and the old Anne in 1985. This is what I call Anne-land. Each "Anne" has her own personal

make-up, hair color and style, and really high-pitched but still pretty voice. And there is the distinct smell of
a circus animal, too. And a sense of shame? Oh yes, they have all that. But the movies are so successful that
people found out that there was a dark, silent Anne, one that was not quite well-behaved. And she was even
darker and more silent than the old Anne, with her wavy hair and silent, crying eyes. There was a new Anne
for everyone! In this new version, where kids react to the old Anne in a contradictory way, the new Anne is
much, much worse. She makes snide remarks and is out of line much more often. The new Anne is super ill-
behaved, and behaves very, very badly. One might argue that the 1952 version was the true Anne, and not
the 1928, since it carried the universality of the first full-length, available book, following closely the pattern
Montgomery established, and since it was made after she finished writing the book. This will not wash, since
the 1952 adaptation is not the true Anne any more than the 1952 version is the true Anne Shirley. This is not
to say that the 1928 version of Anne is better; I think it is the best and truest version of the character. After

the 1928 version, Montgomery was aware that people wished for the old, silent Anne Shirley, so she took the
hint and wrote several books for her, but then a new Anne and a new short story, The Silver Branch (which I
still enjoy a great deal despite not liking Anne), and then the movie adaptation, which most people probably

want. So the new movies were made out of convenience, and only for money; its just the way things are
done in Hollywood. 5ec8ef588b
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